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DESKTOP DISPLAYS

•Digital Direct DVI inputs

•RGBS and video inputs

•Ergonomic wraparound design  

•Minimum screen segregation

•Standard VESA mount

•Totally adjustable swing arm with 

   hidden cable management

•Recessed control buttons with one-touch 

   manual input selection

•Vast screen real estate

•Low EMR environment

PV230 DSK

The highly styled Panoram PV230 DSK is the first 
visualization display aimed at the “professional 
consumer” market and provides 2.4 Megapixels 
of working real-estate featuring a fully articulated 
swing arm and Digital Direct DVI inputs. 

The three image panels feature a separation of 
only 7/16” (11 mm), making it easy to expand 
information like spreadsheets, schedules, or images 
across any or all three screens without any 
detrimental visual breaks. 

For working flexibility in a multimedia world, the 
Panoram PV230 DSK accommodates RGB and 
DVI computer sources as well as Composite and 
S-video inputs . 

The adjustable and ergonomically-tuned swing arm 
allows the user to set the display at just the right 
working angle. Users can configure the display 
so that they can look over the unit to co-workers 
while still immersed in their information, or they 

might put it straight up in front of them to isolate 
themselves in concentration. 

This is ideal for multi-user environments such as 
control, command or operation centers. In all cases, 
the crystal sharp and bright image provides an 
extremely rich environment to lay out the most 
demanding work tasks. 

This is also a perfect display for real-estate hungry 
applications such as schedule maintenance, 
spreadsheet analysis, electronic publishing, graphic 
arts production, non-linear video/audio editing, 
web site layout, software application development, 
and of course, incredible gaming and simulation. 

To complement the clean look of the design, the 
cable managment for the data, video, and power 
cable is integrated into the arm.

Information has never looked so good. 
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Desktop Displays
Panoram

PV230 DSK
Product Specifications

PV230 DSK

SCREEN SIZE:

36” X 9”
(91.5 X 23 cm)

Type    Desktop
Display Technology  Flat segmented TFT/LCD
Image Size   36” x 9” (91.5 x 23 cm)
    324 sq. inches  (2090.32 sq. cm)
Image Separation  7/16” (11.11 mm)
Inputs    3 x Digital Direct DVI
    3 x HD15 RGBH/V 
    3 x RCA composite 
    3 x S-Video
Aspect Ratio   4:1
Pixel Density   > 7,200 pixels per sq. inch
Resolution   > 2.4 Megapixels (3072 x 768)
Power Requirement  Auto-range  100-120V/220-240V
Mounting Stand  VESA mount, ergonomic
    arm with base
Dimensions   H: 12” (30 cm) 
    W: 38” (97 cm) 
    D: 9.5” (24 cm) 
Weight    55 lb. (25 kg) 
    

   

Desktop Displays

DISPLAY:

Desktop

Desktop visualization products are designed to enhance 
individual productivity or capability for demanding 
computing tasks. They support 2.4-3.9 Megapixel 
resolutions in a variety of immersive formats. These 
formats are designed to address a multitude of working 
environments from office, industrial, and operations to 
military type deployment.  
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